The flaws in Venezuelan democracy seemed innocuous in comparison with the brutality of the repressive authoritarian regimes that emerged in Latin America in the two decades following the Cuban Revolution. After the collapse of the dictatorship of General Marcos Pérez Jiménez, the major political parties in Venezuela, Acción Democrática (AD) and the Christian Democrats (COPEI), signed the Pacto de Punto Fijo in 1958. In this document, they agreed to respect electoral outcomes, avoid partisan strife, and share power and patronage. The pact may have been a flawed means to democracy, but for better or for worse, it became the foundation of stable democratic rule in Venezuela for four decades.
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The status quo ended in December 1998, when Venezuelans elected Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías as their president. Chávez first gained notoriety for leading an abortive coup against the government of President Carlos Andrés Pérez (1989–1993) in 1992. The coup failed, but Chávez emerged as a leader capable of giving voice to public outrage over corruption. During the petroleum boom of the 1970s, popular wisdom had held that "Dios es un venezolano." But when the boom ended, euphoria turned to rage. Even before Chávez's coup attempt, a traumatic week of bloody rioting in Caracas in February 1989 had exposed the depth of public discontent. The anger was based on a sense of injustice. Many indignant citizens reasoned that only theft on a massive scale by the governing elites could account for the Venezuelan paradox: so much wealth yet so many poor people. Political elites, the targets of popular frustration, were unable to adapt. After Pérez was impeached on charges of misappropriating public funds, Rafael Caldera, an architect of the Pacto de Punto Fijo and a former president, was elected in 1993. Although he formally ended the bipartisan system by running on a new ticket called Convergencia Nacional, his government was hobbled by a banking crisis in 1994 and failed to make good on promised constitutional reforms. Caldera's fateful decision to pardon Chávez opened the way for the former coup maker to run for the presidency.

In the 1998 campaign, Chávez cast himself as an advocate of real change. He promised to hold a referendum on constitutional reform, to convene a constituent assembly, and to rewrite Venezuela's Constitution of 1961 to create a more participatory democracy. Chávez transformed the political system in a rapid succession of electoral victories. After winning the December 1998 presidential election with an absolute majority, he promptly called a referendum for April 1999 and won a clear mandate to convene a constituent assembly. Elections in July 1999 gave Chávez 120 of 131 seats. A referendum to approve a revised constitution in December of that year, held during heavy rains that led to devastating mudslides in the state of Vargas, gave the government a 72 percent victory. With the referendum under his belt, Chávez called for "mega-elections" to "relegitimate" his government: every public office in the country would be filled simultaneously in May 2000. The undertaking proved too big, and electoral authorities were forced to postpone the elections until July 2000, when Chávez was reelected to serve until 2006.

Has Chávez saved Venezuela from the decadence of the Pacto de Punto Fijo, or has he undermined the very foundations of Venezuelan democracy? Teodoro Petkoff worries about the alarming concentration of power in the hands of President Chávez. Petkoff helped found the Movimiento al Socialismo (MAS) and served as a minister in the Caldera government before editing the newspaper Tal Cual. His views were developed in an extensive interview with Isben Martínez and Elías Iturrierta, published under the title La Venezuela de Chávez: Una segunda opinión. According to Petkoff,
Chávez convened a constituent assembly to settle accounts with Venezuela’s traditional political parties, the AD and COPEI, and to eliminate them from all major institutions of power, including the legislature, the judiciary, and regional governments (pp. 23–24). Ironically, Chávez’s desire to break with the past by restructuring Venezuela’s political system placed him in much the same political tradition as the AD, which seized power in a revolutionary junta in 1945 and proceeded to dissolve the Venezuelan Congress and the Supreme Court, remove the regional governments, and restaff the bureaucracy and the armed forces (pp. 24–25).

In Petkoff’s view, it is not at all evident that the Constitution of 1961 was a poor document or an obstacle to the development of Venezuelan democracy (p. 48). Ultimately, however, it came to symbolize the reviled power-sharing pact between the AD and COPEI. The new “Bolivarian constitution” elaborated by Chávez and his supporters was adopted in a deeply polarized context. It failed to win the acceptance of those opposed to the government (p. 49) and therefore is unlikely to outlast Chávez’s tenure in power. Elements of the new constitution are deeply contradictory, even authoritarian (p. 51). It features an excellent section on human rights, but other aspects of the constitution strengthen the power of the executive branch in ways that may jeopardize human rights in practice.

Petkoff notes that the Bolivarian constitution establishes a unicameral legislature. This arrangement weakens checks and balances because it eliminates the body capable of defending regional interests against the center, the Senate. In allowing a longer presidential term of six years and immediate reelection, the constitution exacerbates presidentialism. It further weakens the legislature by permitting the president to dissolve it after three censures of the vice president, by eliminating parliamentary oversight of military promotions, and by creating “enabling laws” that allow the president to issue decrees with the force of law on any subject. Under the old constitution, the Congress granted enabling laws only for economic matters.1

Perhaps the most alarming feature of the new constitution is what it does not contain. The document eliminates the clause in the Constitution of 1961 that defined the role of the armed forces as apolitical and not deliberative. Whereas the earlier constitution established the armed forces’ obligation to uphold constitutional and democratic government, the Bolivarian constitution requires only that the armed forces be nonpartisan and obedient. As Petkoff astutely points out, however, if the armed forces are deliberative, they are “potentially disobedient” (p. 56). In effect, the exceptional role of the armed forces in the new constitution creates the possibility for them to exercise a tutelary role over society and the state.

Petkoff believes Chávez’s style reproduces the more authoritarian features of traditional Venezuelan political leadership. For example, when confronted with allegations of repression of looters during the tragic mudslides in the state of Vargas or corruption among members of his immediate entourage, Chávez’s first instincts were denial, followed by attempts to discredit the source as disloyal or “an enemy” rather than to investigate and determine whether punishment was warranted (pp. 26, 59). Worse still, the president frequently uses incendiary and exclusionary language against his opponents (p. 68).

Little effective opposition in Venezuela appears capable of mobilizing civil society to check the power of the Chávez government. Petkoff identifies the military as a likely source of opposition. Some officers were displeased with Chávez’s efforts to reincorporate former coup conspirators into the armed forces. Others resented his tendency to wear military garb outside military installations (in violation of military protocol), while still others resented his political use of the armed forces in public works projects. Chávez has benefited nonetheless from the virtual disintegration of the nation’s major political parties. They above all bear heavy responsibility for the voters’ disenchantment with establishment politicians, and their inability to adapt or change propelled voters toward more radical options.

Petkoff’s analysis of Chávez as president is reasonable but sharply critical. Although Petkoff has few illusions about the authoritarian nature of the Bolivarian revolutionary project, he is not unduly pessimistic about Venezuela’s democratic future. Forty years of stable democratic government created a deeply rooted democratic culture in which the new president must operate.

Several of the other books reviewed here were written by journalists immersed in the minutiae of events, places, and personalities surrounding Chávez’s astonishing ascent to power. Such is the case with Roger Santodomingo’s La conspiración del 98: Un pacto secreto para llevar a Hugo Chávez al poder. A journalist for El Mundo, Santodomingo builds on his personal knowledge of the candidates in the 1998 presidential election to argue that Chávez’s victory was caused not merely by a spontaneous connection between a charismatic leader and a politically disillusioned mass of voters. Rather, his victory resulted from a deliberate and secret plot managed by financial elites and traditional power brokers. After initially rejecting Chávez’s candidacy, they came around to endorsing it and thus contributed to Chávez’s ultimate victory. Santodomingo seeks to shed light on a presidential campaign riddled with intrigue and backroom dealings, but his analysis will inspire incredulity in all but the most hardened cynics and conspiracy theorists.

Santodomingo does not deny Chávez’s populist appeal but believes it was enhanced by business tycoons with various motives: some wanted to block candidates supported by their rivals; some had grudges against
other politicians who had persecuted them while in office; and some calculated that it was better to reach accommodation with the candidate with the best chance of winning. Perhaps more convincingly, Santodomingo points out that the Venezuelan financial world, accustomed to cronyism and insider privileges, started looking for a new model of leadership after Caldera’s election exposed the crisis in the bipartisan system. Chávez and Henrique Salas Römer, head of Project Venezuela, emerged as leading challengers to the hegemony of the AD under Luis Alfaro Ucero and COPEI under Irene Lailin Sáez Conde. Both Chávez and Salas Römer represented potentially attractive alternatives to the fading prospects of Alfaro and Sáez. But Chávez surged ahead when Gustavo Cisneros, leader of one Venezuelan financial group, added his substantial resources, which included a polling firm, the television channel Venevisión, and the newspaper *El Nacional*. The Cisneros group boosted Chávez’s fortunes and undermined Salas Römer’s candidacy by polarizing the debate as one of change led by Chávez versus the status quo with Alfaro. Chávez was supported by the left-wing MAS, which offered critical organizational expertise.

Part of Santodomingo’s argument is purely speculative, and he is clearly biased in favor of Salas Römer, having worked in his campaign (p. 16). Even so, readers will be struck by the irony that Chávez won support from key business leaders despite his aggressive rhetorical attacks on Venezuela’s entrepreneurial elite. Decades of rent-seeking, speculation, and questionable financial practices appear to have created a business community incapable of effective representation or collective action to defend its own interests. In seeking to explain the rise of Chávez, Venezuelan political analysts are rightly fascinated with this important piece of the puzzle.

Juan Carlos Zapata’s description of the rise of Chávez generally fits with Santodomingo’s narrative. Like Santodomingo, Zapata worked at *El Mundo* before joining Petkoff as an editor at *Tal Cual*. His *Plomo más plomo es guerra: Proceso a Chávez* elegantly chronicles the agonizing end of the Pacto de Punto Fijo, with flashbacks to previous historical eras. The highlights include Zapata’s account of Chávez’s history (pp. 76–78), a description of tendencies within the armed forces (pp. 136–37), and a detailed discussion of the dispute between Chávez and Francisco Arias Cárdenas, his former comrade-in-arms and subsequent competitor for the presidency in 2000 (pp. 158–60). Zapata accepts the view that Chávez benefited from intrigue within the financial elite and divisions in the political establishment and provides further documentation of Chávez’s dealings with powerful economic groups and their media outlets. Zapata does not argue that a conspiracy distorted the 1998 elections, but he believes that Santodomingo’s hypothesis is plausible.

Like Petkoff, Zapata expresses concern about the concentration of executive power, which he attributes to the influence of Norberto Ceresole,
a neofascist linked to disgruntled extremists in the Argentine military known as the *carapintadas* (pp. 78–86). Although relations between Ceresole and Chávez later soured, Zapata believes that Chávez followed Ceresole’s advocacy of concentrating power and constructing a maximum leader able to subordinate the other branches of government. Zapata points out the use of military metaphors in Chávez’s discourse, his tendency to dichotomize the world into friends and enemies, and his efforts to base his power on a civil-military alliance. Chávez’s efforts to monopolize executive power are not new in Venezuela, however. The Pacto de Punto Fijo gave enormous power over the judicial and legislative spheres to the AD and COPEI. The novelty of Chávez’s strategy lies in the politicization of the armed forces.

Leonardo Vivas’s *Chávez: La Última revolución del siglo* may be the most thoughtful and balanced of this set of books. Its scope extends beyond the electoral process or the style of leadership of the new president. A perceptive Venezuelan academic and commentator, Vivas analyzes the forces that led Chávez to power and evaluates the ways in which the new government might be considered revolutionary. He begins by assessing the decadence of Venezuelan political institutions. Vivas believes that the last decades of political leadership under Punto Fijo contributed to corruption, widened popular discontent with traditional elites and the institutions that kept them in power, and created a void in the political system that was easily filled by a strong leader like Chávez. In this sense, the year 1998 was critical. Amid deepening economic crisis, only Chávez appeared to understand the public desire for drastic change.

Vivas considers but ultimately rejects the idea that the Chávez administration can be compared with European fascist governments of the 1930s and 1940s. Chávez’s style of leadership indeed stresses martial virtues, mobilization of mass support, confrontational discourse, national historical symbols and myths, and especially a desire to eliminate judicial, legislative, and administrative checks on executive power. But Chávez’s ideology is left-wing and egalitarian. He identifies with the popular sectors, and he respects the sovereignty of other nations.

Vivas helps explain why Chávez’s confrontational style has been so successful. The essence of Chávez’s message is, “You Venezuelans are not to blame; you and I know who is to blame for what has happened to us; I am going to get rid of these people around us, don’t doubt it; and, what’s more, I will solve all your problems” (p. 72). This message appeals to Venezuelans who perceive their country as naturally rich but plundered by politicians. Chávez’s support remains undiminished by the fact that political confrontation does not lead to immediate material improvements because a necessary precondition for restoring prosperity is to sweep the political class from power. His supporters were delighted when the president declared the constitution “moribund” as he took the oath of office, and many applauded when he used the media to assail his adversaries with aggres-
sive verbal attacks. Most of Chávez’s adversaries were caught off guard by the effectiveness of his confrontational style and could not mount a strong defense of the Congress, the parties, or the judiciary. When Chávez threatened to use emergency powers unless the Congress expanded the “enabling laws” so that he could rule by decree on any matter, the opposition meekly retreated.

Political change alone will not restore prosperity to Venezuela, and this point may well be the Achilles’ heel of Chávez’s conception of revolution. Vivas believes that fundamental cultural changes are also needed to attain economical prosperity, a major obstacle being precisely the popular belief that Venezuela is a rich country because of its vast petroleum reserves. This belief accounts for the tendency to reject every pre-Chávez political institution or actor as a source of political and economic malaise. Sustained prosperity is not inherent in oil rents; oil revenues tend to create rent-seeking states, as Terry Karl (1997) has demonstrated. Unless the Chávez government can tap into new sources of initiative and innovation, he and his allies may well come to be seen as yet another clique of corrupt politicians.

Another academic assessing Chávez is Alberto Arvelo Ramos, who teaches at the Universidad de los Andes. As befits a scholarly work, El dilema del chavismo: Una incógnita en el poder begins with a puzzle. Of all the candidates campaigning for the presidency, Chávez probably represented the option that was the least democratic, and yet Venezuelans chose him not to reject democracy and pluralism but in the hope of finding “a better democracy.” What Venezuelan voters rejected was the party system. Throughout the campaign, Chávez persuasively attacked the AD and COPEI. The parties mistakenly assumed that the more Chávez ranted, the less voters would like him. Both parties seemed unaware that the public was disenchanted with the established party system. They persisted in believing that their party machinery would prevail on election day, and they hoped that the congressional race (held before the presidential vote) would breathe life into their faltering presidential campaigns.

Arvelo Ramos insists in El dilema del chavismo that the Venezuelan electorate did not intend to reject democracy per se. Chávez was elected because democracy had survived the decrepitude of the institutions that had given birth to it. Disillusioned and pessimistic, Venezuelans nevertheless remained committed to democratic principles, and they elected a president who reflected their radicalized views. Chávez and his supporters, however, have failed to define what they mean by democracy. At times during the 1998 campaign, Chávez acted more like a victorious golpista than a democratic politician. As his fortunes improved, he began to demand a transition of government immediately after the election (rather than waiting for the swearing-in ceremony), and he became increasingly nasty to the business groups that were beginning to stampede in his direction. Arvelo Ramos attributes this behavior to differences within the bases of support for Chávez.
Prior to the 1998 election, four groups were supporting Chávez, the largest being those who wanted change within a democratic framework. They perceived elections as the legitimate means to power, accepted the idea of the separation of powers, and were drawn to Chávez not because of his Bonapartist or authoritarian tendencies but because he represented real change. The second group consisted of military hard-liners who had joined Chávez in his coup attempt in 1992. No democrats, they wanted to maximize power in the shortest time possible. Their inchoate ideology was populist and authoritarian: they believed it was the mission of the armed forces to rebuild the republic, they were skeptical of civilians, and they preferred outright military rule. A third group was composed of undemocratic Leninists who preferred a single unified political party to lead the movement. They sought not to maximize immediate power but viewed the struggle for power as a gradual process of subordinating other organizations to vertical and central control. This group preferred to use the Constituent Assembly as its path to hegemony. Like the military hard-liners, the Leninists had no patience with checks and balances. The final group, represented by MAS, consisted of supporters of change who had nevertheless managed to retain alliances with those in power.

Chávez’s lack of clarity about democracy reflected the diverse factions supporting his candidacy. The campaign slogan “Con Chávez manda el pueblo” (With Chávez, the people rule) was deliciously ambiguous, invoking either direct democracy or the subordination of popular sovereignty to executive power. Arvelo Ramos may indulge in hyperbole in comparing Chávez’s policies during his first year to Robespierre’s reign of terror in France. But the author provides disturbing evidence that Chávez’s vision of politics is not based on inclusive citizenship by citing the decrees that would have been issued had his coup attempt in 1992 succeeded. Arvelo Ramos reminds readers that Chávez never repudiated the goals of his 1992 coup attempt. His de facto government would have excluded two groups from holding public office: everyone associated with the Pacto de Punto Fijo and everyone who has been “identified” as having a reputation for lack of integrity (p. 210). Among the pact’s supporters, no distinction was drawn between those who held office with integrity and those who did not. Nor was any set of procedures defined to determine who was “identified” with past abuses. Even compared with previous military pronunciamientos in Venezuela, Chávez’s decrees were strikingly devoid of a sense of judicial norms (p. 64).

Arvelo Ramos also argues in El dilema del chavismo that Chávez’s vision of the constituent assembly was inimical to democracy. Construction of a democratic constitution requires a flourishing debate on a rich variety of proposals under reasonably orderly conditions that allow for meaningful discussion and participation by citizens. This approach fosters the creation of a document that evolves over time. The process instigated by Chávez
was based on a mendacious and intolerant culture nurtured by a poisonous mix of Leninist internal party practices and the suffocating and intellectually stultifying ambiance of secret military conspiracies.

Readers interested in conspiracies, intrigue, and infiltration in the Venezuelan armed forces will be fascinated by the documents, photos, manifestos, and interviews amassed in political analyst Alberto Garrido’s *La historia secreta de la revolución bolivariana*. This book constitutes a significant source of primary and background information needed to understand Chávez’s revolutionary project. In his brief introduction, Garrido argues that the military unrest that erupted in 1992 originated in the 1960s. At the end of that decade, the Venezuelan guerrilla movement had been defeated. One guerrilla group, the Partido de la Revolución Venezolana (PRV), led by Douglas Bravo, refused to accept defeat and began to infiltrate the Venezuelan armed forces in hopes of creating the conditions for a civic-military insurrection. Prominent members of the PRV developed “Bolivarianismo,” an eclectic mix of nationalist, anti-oligarchic, and populist ideas drawn from Símon Bolívar, Simón Rodríguez, and Ezequiel Zamora and designed to appeal to nationalist and progressive elements in the armed forces.²

One of the military cabals that emerged from this milieu was Hugo Chávez’s Movimiento Bolivariano Revolucionario-200 (MBR-200). Chávez appropriated the Bolivarian discourse first as the ideological underpinnings for the 1992 coup attempt and later as the platform for his campaign for president. According to Garrido, Chávez’s “pacific and democratic revolution” culminates four decades of ideological ferment within the armed forces instigated by the Venezuelan Left and adapted to electoral politics by an extraordinary political entrepreneur.

Freddy Domínguez’s *Chávez: La revolución pacífica y democrática* takes a different tone. Domínguez was affiliated with the Universidad Pedagógica Experimental Libertadora and later assumed a position in the education ministry under the Chávez government. The book presents Chávez’s ascent to power with a strong sense of drama and none of the misgivings that plague other analysts. For Domínguez, the new president is a providential figure who saved Venezuela from the nefarious Pacto de Punto Fijo and its corrupt leaders. Attributes of Chávez’s leadership style that disturb Petkoff, Vivas, Arvelo Ramos, and others—his goal of “liquidating the old regime” (p. 128), his “charisma, deeply penetrating the feelings of the people, who do not doubt the convictions of the leader” (p. 131), and his vague ideas about creating a “real” or “participatory” democracy (p. 86)—are qualities that Domínguez believes augur well for profound change in Venezuela.³

2. Simón Rodríguez was a republican thinker, writer, and educational reformer who tutored Bolivar. Ezequiel Zamora was a military officer and advocate of egalitarian reform who fought in the Venezuelan Federal Wars (1859–1863).

3. A similarly breathless account of Chávez’s leadership focusing on his 1992 coup attempt can be found in Zago (1998).
According to Domínguez, the party bureaucrats or “dinosaurs” who call Chávez “anti-democratic” fail to understand that the president is a revolutionary for whom democracy means inviting participation, removing the Punto Fijo politicians so that the economic crisis can be overcome, and providing social services like education (pp. 83–85). Why be concerned about the concentration of executive power when the president, surrounded by allies and counselors who have been chosen for their exemplary moral and political qualities, is independent of any particular political interests and therefore free to pursue only the interests of the Venezuelan nation (p. 87)? For Domínguez, Chávez represents a providential leader.

A review of the literature on Chávez’s leadership would be incomplete without referring to a book that lets the commander speak for himself. Agustín Blanco Muñoz’s massive oral history Habla el Comandante presents twelve conversations between this historian and Chávez, recorded from 1995 to 1998. It is an essential source for grasping Chávez’s understanding of his mission and its limitations. A striking feature of Chávez’s discourse is the nearly total absence of any conception of democratic citizenship and his persistent use of militaristic metaphors and symbols. One of the most intriguing exchanges in the tome centers on Bolívar’s idea of citizenship (pp. 89–97). Blanco Muñoz sets up the question beautifully by showing how the “Proclamación de los Derechos del Pueblo” issued by the Venezuelan Congress in 1811 stated that popular sovereignty resides in citizens with the right to vote, a category that excluded everyone but free men with property (those without property were defined as a separate class of nonvoting citizens). Bolívar justified this discrimination by observing that everyone is born with equal rights but not equal ability. Chávez answers the question by attacking “liberal-bourgeois democracy” as “a Western capitalist paradigm” (p. 95) and proceeds to defend Bolívar by saying that perhaps he believed laws should seek to overcome natural inequalities. Chávez thereby misses the point that early liberal thought in Latin America failed to assert equal civil rights as the foundation of democratic citizenship.

Chávez cannot perceive this point because his own conception of politics, based on a one-dimensional reading of Bolívar, rests not on equal citizenship but on metaphors of war. Elections are wars (p. 461) or battles (p. 543), and “politics is the continuation of war by other means” (p. 536). In an early interview, Chávez argues that change cannot come about through elections: “a special regime cannot be the product of elections with accords among the powers. Nothing that seeks to overcome this model of liberal democracy, which for us has died, can come from elections” (p. 168). Yet as time passes and the interviews progress, Chávez is drawn ineluctably from coup mongering to electioneering, a shift he explains with another military metaphor—the need to attack the enemy on his own battlefield, the terrain of legal institutions. Chávez remains at pains to emphasize the ongoing importance of the military in his movement, and he continues to...
dismiss parliamentary institutions as “worthless except to plunder” (p. 362). Chávez proposes as an alternative a constituent assembly without political parties that would have all sovereign power, including the power to dissolve the Congress and the Supreme Court, and might even require the president to submit to “relegitimation.”

Repeatedly, but not emphatically, Chávez denies that his own leadership is crucial to the success of the Bolivarian movement, insisting that popular resistance will continue with or without him. He further denies being motivated by a hunger for political power. Indeed, his greatest fear is to become an elected functional in the existing system (pp. 174, 436). Chávez expresses his conviction of a widespread revolutionary spirit among various social sectors, civil and military, but he also stresses the importance of strong leadership to guide the revolutionary process.

The merit of all eight books reviewed here is that they provide a sense of how Venezuelans have perceived the dramatic transformation occurring in their country. It is clear that the much maligned Pacto de Punto Fijo has broken down and that Venezuelan politics have entered a new and uncertain period. The ability of Chávez to exploit hostility toward the political elites associated with Venezuela’s “pacted democracy” suggests that pacts may purchase democratic stability at the expense of responsiveness and accountability (Karl 1997, 92–104). Unfortunately, democracy is not necessarily strengthened when pacts collapse. Most of these books sound an alarm about the ways in which Chávez has concentrated political power in the executive branch of government, encouraged a more active political role for the armed forces, weakened the rule of law, and undermined the existing mechanisms of political representation.

Perhaps the greatest limitation shared by all the authors is the lack of an appropriate comparative perspective. Latin America offers many similar examples of presidents who have concentrated executive power, reformed constitutions by sometimes dubious means, attacked political parties and established politicians, and undermined the rule of law. Instances in Argentina, Peru, Mexico, Colombia, and Guatemala are obviously relevant. Surely, more could be learned about the likely evolution of the Chávez government by comparing it with the trajectories of Juan Perón in Argentina or Alberto Fujimori in Peru rather than with fascism in Italy or the French Revolution. Notwithstanding this limitation, future comparative research should not neglect the rich information and analysis found in these fascinating books.
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The Road to Aztlan
Art from a Mythic Homeland
Organized by Virginia Fields and Victor Zamudio-Taylor
This book and accompanying exhibition explores the art derived from and created about the legendary area that encompassed the American Southwest and portions of Mexico long before they were separated by an international border.
Published by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Hardcover: $65.00  Paperback: $39.95

Border Crossing with Hobes, by Luis Jiménez in The Road to Aztlan

Dialogos series
Andean Worlds
Indigenous History, Culture, and Consciousness under Spanish Rule
Kenneth J. Andrien
"This is a clearly written, comprehensive, and well-balanced account . . . particularly in discussions of the often vexed and central question of Spanish versus Native American issues."—Peter J. Bakewell, Edmund and Louise Kahn Professor of History, Southern Methodist University
Hardcover: $45.00  Paperback: $21.95

Joseño
Another Mayan Voice Speaks from Guatemala
Narrated by Ignacio Bizarro Ujpań
Translated and Edited by James D. Sexton
This latest volume chronicles the period 1987–98 of the turbulent history of Guatemala, including civil violence, alcohol abuse, resistance to repression, and political turmoil, that colors daily life in the Maya communities of Guatemala’s highlands.
Hardcover: $45.00  Paperback: $21.95

Rolando Hinojosa
A Reader’s Guide
Klaus Zilles
This comprehensive study of the fourteen novels in the Klail City Death Trip series will appeal equally to the specialist, to the student, and to the interested reader of Hinojosa’s intriguing and innovative “Tejano” novels.
Hardcover: $34.95

The Cosmos of the Yucatec Maya
Cycles and Steps from the Madrid Codex
Merideth Paxton
Traces implications of a previously unrecognized image of the solar year in the Madrid Codex to find new meanings in the Dresden Codex and the Maya calendar system, and a regional settlement organization in Yucatan.
Hardcover: $45.00

Jewish Latin America series
The Martyr
Luis de Carvajal, a Secret Jew in Sixteenth-Century Mexico
Martin A. Cohen
Introduction by Ilan Stavans
"The saga of [Carvajal’s] struggle to maintain freedom of conscience in an oppressive society is here told dramatically [and is] based on precise and detailed research. . . . This volume deserves acclaim as a careful, erudite work on the inquisition in early Mexico."
—Library Journal
Paperback: $24.95

Revised edition
Mesoamerica’s Ancient Cities
William M. Ferguson and R. E.W. Adams
"An armchair travelogue through Mesoamerican prehistory."
—American Anthropologist
Hardcover: $69.95  Paperback: $34.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Great Maya Droughts
Water, Life, and Death
Richardson B. Gill
Paperback: $27.50

The Legal Culture of Northern New Spain, 1700–1810
Charles R. Cutter
Paperback: $22.95

University of New Mexico Press
at bookstores or call 1-800-249-7737  www.unmpress.com

Latin American Research Review
Fall 2001
NEW—2ND EDITION
available for your fall courses!

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY
LATIN AMERICA
edited by Richard S. Hillman

PRAISE FOR THE 1ST EDITION:
“An excellent collection of important writings ... on the reality of Latin American life and politics.”—JOHN D. MARTZ

“Masterfully unravels many issues facing Latin America today to enrich our understanding of its complex dynamics.”
—CYNTHIA CHAVEZ METOYER

“Excellent.... a welcome volume covering a wide range of topics central to ‘understanding contemporary Latin America.’ It will be useful not only in introductory survey courses but also in courses on politics, economics, and history.”—JAMES DIETZ

CONTENTS:
Introduction—R. S. Hillman
• Latin America: A Geographic Preface—M. Price
• The Historical Context—R. de la Pedra
• Latin American Politics—T. J. D’Agostino
• The Military—P. W. Zagorski
• The Economies of Latin America—R. K. Harper and A. G. Cuzán
• International Relations—C. Fraser
• The Environment, Population, and Urbanization—R. P. Guimarães
• Patterns of “Race,” Ethnicity, Class, and Nationalism—K. A. Yelvington
• The Role of Women—S. Tiano
• Education and Development—R. F. Arno, S. Franz and K. M. Cordova
• Religion in Latin America—M. Fleet
• Latin American Literature—D. H. Bost and M. V. Ekstrom
• Trends and Prospects—R. S. Hillman

August 2001 • pb $22.50
ANNOUNCING A NEW SERIES

Contemporary Inter-American Relations
Jorge Dominguez and Rafael Fernández de Castro, series editors

Books in this series will provide high-quality and up-to-date literature on contemporary relations between the United States and Latin America. Look forward to future volumes examining the relationship between the United States and Brazil, the Caribbean, Central America, Columbia, Cuba and Peru.

THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO
Between Partnership and Conflict
Jorge I. Dominguez and Rafael Fernández de Castro

"A clear-headed, lucid account of United States-Mexican relations...provides rich case study material for students and instructors in foreign relations and international relations courses."

—Roderic Ai Camp,
Claremont McKenna College

Pb • $17.95

THE UNITED STATES AND CHILE
Coming in From the Cold
David R. Mares and Francisco Rojas Aravena

"By far the most useful analysis of the U.S.-Chilean relationship that I have read...the book those of us who study inter-American relations have awaited..."

—Lars Schoultz,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Pb • $17.95

Forthcoming Titles

THE UNITED STATES AND VENEZUELA
Relations Between Friends
Janet Kelly and Carlos A. Romero
November 2001 • Pb • $18.95

THE UNITED STATES AND ARGENTINA
Deborah Norden and Roberto Guillermo Russell
July 2002 • Pb • $17.95
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https://doi.org/10.1017/50023879100019270 Published online by Cambridge University Press
Outstanding Scholarship from Cambridge

**Goods, Power, History**
Latin America's Material Culture
Arnold J. Bauer
New Approaches to the Americas
0-521-77208-7 Hardback $59.95
0-521-77702-X Paperback $17.95

**Andrés Bello**
Scholarship and Nation-Building in Nineteenth-Century Latin America
Iván Jaksić
Cambridge Latin American Studies 87
0-521-79195-2 Hardback $54.95

**Evangelicals and Politics in Asia, Africa and Latin America**
P.aul Preston
0-521-80041-2 Hardback $59.95

**Patterns of Social Capital**
Stability and Change in Historical Perspective
Robert I. Rotberg, Editor
Studies in Interdisciplinary History
0-521-78086-1 Hardback $54.95
0-521-78575-8 Paperback $18.95

**Politics after Neoliberalism**
Reregulation in Mexico
Richard Snyder
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
0-521-79034-4 Hardback $59.95

**Big Business, The State, and Free Trade**
Constructing Coalitions in Mexico
Strom C. Thacker
0-521-78168-X Hardback $54.95

**Mexican Phoenix**
Our Lady of Guadalupe: Image and Tradition across Five Centuries
David Brading
0-521-80131-1 Hardback $34.95

**Social Movements and Economic Transition**
Markets and Distributive Conflict in Mexico
Heather L. Williams
0-521-77256-7 Hardback $54.95

**States, Ideologies, and Social Revolutions**
A Comparative Analysis of Iran, Nicaragua, and the Philippines
Misagh Parsa
0-521-77337-7 Hardback $54.95
0-521-77430-6 Paperback $19.95

**Forging Democracy From Below**
Insurgent Transitions in South Africa and El Salvador
Elisabeth Jean Wood
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
0-521-78323-2 Hardback $64.95
0-521-78887-0 Paperback $22.95

Available in bookstores or from

Cambridge UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423 Web site: www.cambridge.org
AmEx/MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.

https://doi.org/10.1017/50023879100019270 Published online by Cambridge University Press
Brutality Garden
Tropicália and the Emergence of a Brazilian Counterculture
CHRISTOPHER DUNN
Dunn offers the first history and critical analysis of the extraordinary Brazilian cultural movement that emerged in the late 1960s. Tropicália flourished throughout the arts—most significantly in popular music—during a period of political and cultural crisis and continues its influence in Brazil today.
Approx. 312 pp., 12 color / 18 b&w illus.
$55 cloth / $19.95 paper

Civil-Military Relations in Latin America
New Analytical Perspectives
DAVID PION-BERLIN, EDITOR
Foreword by Abraham F. Lowenthal
Leading scholars explore the forces that shape relations between politicians and soldiers in Latin America, presenting a wide range of theoretical models to analyze political and economic reform and addressing larger questions of political development and democratization in the region.
Approx. 352 pp. $55 cloth / $22.50 paper

The Politics of Freeing Markets in Latin America
Chile, Argentina, and Mexico
JUDITH A. TEICHMAN
"[Teichman's] use of the comparative case method allows the reader to appreciate both the commonality of Latin America's economic and political predicaments and the variety of specific countries' experiences. ... A beautiful synthesis of politics and economics."
—William Ascher, Claremont McKenna College
Approx. 288 pp. $55 cloth / $19.95 paper
ENCyclopedia of CONTEMPORARY LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN CULTURES

Three-Volume Set

Edited by DANIEL BALDERSTON, MIKE GONZALEZ, and ANA LÓPEZ

"The set is well laid out, which makes it easy for quick reference as well as browsing... Well written... will be useful in academic libraries."

—American Reference Books Annual

Spanning a period from 1920 to the present day, this unique A-Z resource features some 4,000 entries on more than 40 regions in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Entries include: · Miguel Angel Asturias · Bananas · Bossa Nova · Carnival · Cholera · Cockfighting · Debt Crisis · Carlos Fuentes · Antonio Guiteras · Honduras · Indigenismo · Ixtapalapa Crucifixion · Frida Kahlo · Liberation Theology · La Nación · Marxism in Latin America · Maroon Music · Nicaragua · Poster Art · Quechua · Radio · Rainforest · Salsa · Sancocho · Fernando Solanos · Teatro Abierto · Telenovelas · Umbanda · Cesar Vallejo and much more.

Includes extensive cross-references, thematic and regional contents lists, suggestions for further reading, and a comprehensive index.

Encyclopedias of Contemporary Culture
2001 • 7-1/2 x 9-3/4 • 1680 pp
Hb • 0 415 13188 X • $399.00

RECOMMEND TO YOUR LIBRARIAN, OR CALL:
1 800 634 7064 in the US and Canada • +44 (0) 1264 343071 in UK and rest of world
Pancho Villa’s Revolution by Headlines

By Mark Cronlund Anderson

In this colorful history of Pancho Villa, Mark Cronlund Anderson examines the legendary guerrilla’s efforts to promote friendly foreign policy with the United States in hopes of gaining American support for the Mexican Revolution. Exploring Villa’s use of race and identity within a powerful public relations campaign, Anderson also examines the politics of Villa’s duels with archrivals Victoriano Huerta and Venustiano Carranza.

$17.95 Paperback

"Secret Judgments of God"

Old World Disease in Colonial Spanish America

Edited by Noble David Cook and W. George Lovell

“No single author or discipline could have produced a work of such depth and diversity. A judicious and balanced work, and model of interdisciplinary cooperation. . . . [It represents] a substantial advance in our knowledge.”—Donald B. Cooper, American Historical Review

$14.95 Paperback

Maya Wars: Ethnographic Accounts from Nineteenth-Century Yucatán

Edited by Terry Rugeley

Providing an unparalleled window into the daily lives of the rural Mayas, Maya Wars covers social organization, religion, family life, agriculture, recreation, military readiness, and medicinal beliefs and practices. In addition, rare captivity narratives offer insight into the experiences of prisoners of war held by Caste War rebels.

$39.95 Hardcover
After the Revolution
Gender and Democracy in El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala
Ilja A. Luciak

"Excellent material—data, documentary analysis, and fascinating interviews—presented clearly and unpoetically. Luciak discusses the democratization of guerrilla movements; the sex/gender distinction and its relevance to women's agendas in the region; the conflict between the neoliberal policies and democratization; the focus of the consolidation literature on political parties and party systems; and the difficulties of internal democratization for these parties."—Jane Jaquette, Occidental College

$24.95 paperback

Mothers of Heroes and Martyrs
Gender Identity Politics in Nicaragua, 1979–1999
Lorraine Bayard de Volo

"This is a wonderfully stimulating and rich book. It is well-organized and written in a clear and engaging style. Analysis and description are interwoven seamlessly and presented in a logical fashion... Mothers of Heroes and Martyrs makes an important contribution not only to the study of maternal politics but more generally to the existing literature on women, gender ideology, war, the state, nationalism, and social movements."—Norma Stoltz Chincilla, California State University-Long Beach

$24.95 paperback

Class and Conservative Parties
Argentina in Comparative Perspective
Edward Gibson

"Goes far beyond the Argentine case and provides us with an insightful, theoretically challenging contribution to the comparative study of conservative parties."—Journal of Latin American Studies

$18.95 paperback

Second-Generation Reforms in Infrastructure Services
edited by Federico Basaños and Robert Willig

During the past two decades, some Latin American countries have made pioneering efforts in the design and implementation of reform schemes in energy, water, telecommunications, and transport services. Second-Generation Reforms in Infrastructure Services evaluates the current challenges, the "second generation issues" leading to the consolidation of the initial reforms.

Inter-American Development Bank

$24.95 paperback
"A superb survey."

—WALTER LAFEBER, Cornell University

Born in Blood and Fire
A Concise History of Latin America
John Charles Chasteen
0-393-97613-0 / paper

Fully informed by the latest scholarship, Born in Blood and Fire presents a compelling narrative of the Latin American experience, animated by stories of men and women from all walks of life and enriched by insightful analysis. This beautifully written concise history, spanning six centuries and twenty countries, offers students an integrated picture of Latin America. This is a story of despair and hope, conquest and colonization, racial mixing and class construction, revolution and the formation of republics, and the never-ending quest for sustained economic growth and political and social equality.

W. W. Norton & Company
www.wwnorton.com  800.233.4830
Carlos Monsiváis
Culture and Chronicle in Contemporary Mexico
LINDA EGAN
Casts Monsiváis as both a heterodox pioneer and a mainstream spokes­
man, focusing on each of his five principal collections of crónicas. “Egan has succeeded where other students and critics of Monsiváis have failed, that is, in understanding his writing in the context of an immanent theory of Mexican culture.” —Ignacio Corona
300 pp., $45.00

El Q’anil: Man of Lightning
VÍCTOR MONTEJO
Reconstruction of a legend preserved only through the oral tradition of the Jakaltek Maya, presented here in English, Spanish, and Maya. “One of the few efforts of large-scale narrative reconstruction conducted by a learned and committed indigenous writer whose anthropological and literary credentials give weight to his enterprise.” —Marc Zimmerman
105 pp., $24.95 paper

Náyari History, Politics, and Violence
From Flowers to Ash
PHILIP E. COYLE
Describes the Holy Week Festival, mitote ceremonies, and other public performances to show how the legitimacy of traditional authority is re­newed or undermined through the performance of centuries-old ceremo­nies. “Outstanding . . . A major contribution to the ethnography of the Indians of western Mexico.” —William L. Merrill
280 pp., $45.00

Saltillo, 1770–1810
Town and Region in the Mexican North
LESLIE S. OFFUTT
Shows how Saltillo was home to a richly textured society that stands in sharp contrast to images portrayed in earlier scholarship. “This is a fine, fully rendered study of a city’s business sphere and is both distinctive and complementary as a monograph on a non-mining city of regional impor­tance in the distant North.” —John E. Kicza
290 pp., $50.00

Spanish American Women’s Use of the Word
Colonial through Contemporary Narratives
STACEY SCHLAU
Examines what women from a wide spectrum of classes and races have to say about the societies in which they lived. “This groundbreaking work . . . not only rescues voices that have been neglected but indeed suggests a continual presence of literary women in the modeling of national and cultural identities in Spanish America.” —Kristine Ibsen
260 pp., $45.00

Tunnel Kids
LAWRENCE TAYLOR & MAEVE HICKEY
Opens up the world of runaways along the Arizona-Mexico border and tells how they have carved out a place of their own. “Here is the very best of the documentary tradition—the lives, both told and shown, of children who seek a better life across a border that separates two nations and in so doing, prove themselves resourceful and knowing.” —Robert Coles
148 pp., $45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper